ABSTRACT
ter system, measurements of execution times for program modules are often required. Clocks available today for such purposes run discretely. They click at certain time intervals, some on the order of microseconds, others in milliseconds.
For technical as well as economical reasons, the one we use clicks every 16.666 milliseconds.
Therefore, if both the beginning and ending of the execution of a program module fall inside the 16.666 ms interval between two consecutive clicks, the execution time T will be recorded as zero. On the other hand, if the beginning of the execution occurs shortly before a click, the recorded execution time will be 16.666 ms, no matter how short the actual execution time may be, as long as it ends after the click. Based on such unreliable data, a procedure is derived to yield a reliable estimate of T. 
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Clocks for measuring the execution time of computer programs operate similar to industrial time clocks in that they run discretely.
Instead of clicking every minute as most time clocks do, they click at much shorter time intervals, some on the order of microseconds, others in milliseconds.
Therefore, if both the beginning and ending of the execution of a program module fall inside the 16.666 ms interval between two consecutive clicks, the execution time T will be recorded as zero. On the other hand, if the beginning of the execution occurs shortly before a click, the recorded execution time will be 16.666 ms, no matter how short the actual execution time may be, as long as it ends after the click. For simplicity but without too much loss of reality, it usually can be assumed that, for a given program module, its execution time is approximately constant which is unknown and to be estimated.
Briefly, the problem can be stated in terms of the following questions: 1.
Is it possible to estimate T, based on such inaccurate data due to the discrete clock ?
2.
If the answer to question 1 is yes, what then is the estimate of T ?
3.
Further, assuming we are satisfied that the true value of T will fall within 10% of our estimate with probability of 0.95, what is the sample size n required to achieve it? Now we have arrived at the following conclusion. Suppose a program module has been executed n times, and the module execution time is recorded as (k+l)£ with a frequency of d out of the n times, and recorded as k£ with a frequency of (n-d) times. We can say the true module execution time is between k£ and (k+l)£ and its best estimate is 
A commonly used discrete clock has £ = 16,666 ms
This is based on the fact that X is a binomial random variable, the estimate of its parameter p is d/n. Let ~=d/n , then for fairly large n , the normal approximation applies, and we have the following statement giving an approximate 95 percent confidence interval for p:
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~0.95 (1)
Converting statement (i) to correspond to the appropriate confidence interval for T, we note that T =i k£ +T@£ = k£ +p£ (2} and its estimate T is If we lower the confidence level from 0.95 to 0.90, 0.85, 0.80, then by replacing the figure 1.96 in (5) with appropriate numbers we obtain respectively:
Equation (5) is the answer to questions 1, 2, and 3 of our problem stated earlier.
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